Abstract important computing systems. Understanding performance remains imperative because we must balance it against Multicore processors promise continued hardware perother considerations such as power consumption and hardformance improvements even as single-core performance ware cost. More than ever, we require performance analyflattens out. However they also enable increasingly sis techniques that are practical, general, and accessible to complex application software that threatens to obfuscate real-world decision makers: They must work with blackapplication-levelperformance. This paper applies operabox production applications, for which source code actional analysis to the problem of understanding and precess, invasive instrumentation, and controlled benchmarkdicting application-level performance in parallel servers.
tributed across clusters today [16] . Modern multicore proquest/reply workloads, our results straightforwardly genercessors furthermore offer increasingly fine control over alize to other contexts, and technology trends are making power-performance tradeoffs [14, 29] . Meanwhile, solidthe formal model to which they apply increasingly relevant state storage promises to revolutionize hardware and softto real-world computing.
ware architectures [12] . Unfortunately these trends, toThe remainder of this paper is organized as follows: gether with the growing complexity and opacity of appliSection 2 describes our system model and Sections 3 and 4 cations, threaten to obfuscate performance in commercially present our performance laws. Section 5 empirically vali- request must read uncached data from disk, synchronously date ou thoreica reult andexpore thir racica ap write to non-volatile storage for durability, perform netplication to a real multicore network server in an enterprise wrk Io ( [21] , and semi-open [34] for blocking writes. [7] . (By conthe target machine [6] . In a cluster computing context, the trast stochastic queuing models involve assumptions about same observations can be made by the job dispatcher of a the probability distributions ofjob arrivals and service decluster scheduler [30] . mands.) Unlike the classical operational laws, the Occupancy Law provides the relative magnitudes of service and queuing times in a black-box system. Furthermore, unlike 4. The Capacity Adjustment Laws asymptotic and balanced-system "bounding analysis" approximations [21] , it yields exact performance quantities This section presents two operational laws that bound of interest. The Occupancy Law does not assume identithe performance implications of capacity expansion and recal servers and therefore applies to heterogeneous paralduction, i.e., increasing or decreasing the number of servers lel computing systems, including heterogeneous multicore in the system depicted in Figure 1 . A companion paprocessors [20] . The Occupancy Law holds regardless of per considers the complementary problem of predicting fine-scale processor phenomena, e.g., involving caching. performance when the speed of the servers changes [35] . Finally, note that even the very weak assumption of flow Given only a k-server occupancy curve, we wish to bound balance is not required to establish the Occupancy Law. the change in aggregate queuing time that would result if In practical terms, the Occupancy Law provides ina different number of servers k' handled the same worksights not readily available from conventional system-or load. Predicting the performance consequences of capacity application-level measurements. Today's system monitorchange is difficult because both scheduling and the potening tools provide only coarse-grained aggregate resource tial for parallelism in the workload influence the outcome, but the occupancy curve seemingly contains no explicit in- Figure 5 . Graphical derivation. formation about either. never higher than the k-server occupancy curve. Therefore:
Consider the example in Figure 4 . It is tempting to Sharing. Let k be the number ofservers in the system. Over k any time period of length p with a constant number ofac-
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tive jobs n, scheduler S assigns min{p nk, p} service time to each ofthe n activejobs. Then any change in the number Since the capacity increase is per-job completionofservers is always completion-monotonic under S. the total service demand of job T be I (recall that by Assumption 5 a job's service demand is independent of the k k' number of servers and the particular ones that serve it).
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Therefore Ltk(T) = I ifjob T has completed by time t. We k define a capacity increase from k to k' servers to be per-job > Lk (T) + min{ (t-tj)
, t-ti} LkjT)
completion-monotonic at time t if every job has received no less service by time t in a system with k' servers than with Proof of Theorem 2: Let t1 < t2 < ... < tn be the ark servers (i.e., Lt(T) < Lkl (T) for all jobs T). We introrival times of all jobs. At t1, no job has made any progress duce a lemma before proving Theorem 2. Recall that by regardless of the number of servers in the system so a caAssumption 4 every job arrives at the same time on k and pacity increase is per-job completion-monotonic at time k'servers. the Apache machine [6] . Network load and client CPU load times assures you that you definitely should expand capacwere negligible; queueing at the client did not distort meaity. Sometimes e.g., because the performance improvesurements. Client-server ping RTT is 81 s and the client ment bound is not tight it does not recommend any acapplication latency of a null request is 1.35 ins; these RTTs tion. Our next result, the Capacity Reduction Law, is symare far less than the CPU demands of requests. The Capacity Adjustment Laws offer actionable inforenterprise applications [37] . Session arrivals are bursty and mation to complement the insights provided by the Occuare constructed such that average server CPU demand folpancy Law. By bounding the application-level performance lows a sawtooth pattern to mimic diurnal cycles. We ran consequences of changing the number of processors/cores the test for two hours and measured CPU utilization at available to an application, the Capacity Adjustment Laws the server in 1-minute intervals using the sar utility [11] .
provide a principled basis for decisions ranging from proWe measure utilization rather than queueing delay because cessor selection and capacity planning ("how many cores conventional tools do not report the latter. For our present do I need in my next hardware generation to meet my purposes, either is sufficient to test the accuracy of OccuQoS requirements?") to dynamic resource allocation ("is pancy Law estimates. Accurate utilization estimates transit worth the energy cost to wake up a dormant core?").
late directly into accurate queueing time estimates because
We quantify the tightness of the Capacity Adjustment estimated service times can simply be subtracted from our Laws' bounds by replaying a fixed open workload to our externally measured response times.
network server, varying the number of cores available to the Figure 6 presents the client-measured occupancy curve application using the sched setaf f inity() system N4(t) ( [17] and cabound on the reduction in queuing delay resulting from inpacity planning [26] . New applications continue to arise, creasing the number of available cores from k = I to k' = 4 e.g., dynamic resource provisioning [8, 42] , performance as 6176.27-2721.15= 3455.12 sec. The actual reduction anomaly detection [19] , and server consolidation decision in queuing delay is 5136.04 sec, or roughly 27% greater. support [37] .
In general, as we expect, the bounds that we obtain from Most existing approaches cluster at opposite ends of the Capacity Adjustment Laws are conservative. Furthera complexity/fidelity spectrum. At one extreme, stochasmore the bounds that we obtain in this experiment are far tic queuing models [3] yield supremely detailed insight better than the those guaranteed by the theoretical boundsspecifically, the full distributions of performance measures tightness results of Section 4.3. of interest. Stochastic models, however, can require considerable skill to apply and can be brittle with respect to 5.3. Improved Scheduling & Tighter Bounds their detailed underlying assumptions [41] .
Denning & Buzen popularized the other end ofthe specOur experiments so far have employed the default Linux trum: operational analysis, which involves only directly scheduler, which for our CPU-bound tasks is essentially measurable quantities (as opposed to probabilistic assumpRound Robin with 100 ms timeslices [4] . As noted in Sections) [7] . Elementary results include the well-known clastion 4.3, shorter queues imply tighter Capacity Adjustment sical operational laws, e.g., Little's Law [23] . Arguably Law bounds, so it is reasonable to suspect that the bounds the most powerful and versatile result in all of performance would be tighter if the scheduler and workload were better modeling [26] , Little's Law is furthermore the foundation of more sophisticated methods including Mean Value Analknown service demand, bounding the extent to which ysis (MVA) [21] . MVA is useful for modeling modem speedup and efficiency can both be poor [9] . Our work is multi-tiered network server applications [24, 42] and has similar in that we too consider the resource/performance spawned its own extensions and generalizations. For exam- tradeoffs inherent in a workload. However we consider ple, Rolia & Sevcik [31] and Menasce [25, 27] generalize multiple jobs and we do not assume that service demands MVA to account for queueing at "soft" resources such as are given. mutexes and concurrency limits.
Our Occupancy Law builds on the rule that the number Our contributions represent an intermediate point on the of busy servers at any instant is the lesser of the number complexity/fidelity spectrum. Our laws are easier to learn of servers k and the number of jobs in the system Nk, if and apply than either MVA or stochastic models and they scheduling is work-conserving. This rule appears in prior yield more detailed insight than the classical operational stochastic modeling work (e.g., multi-server analysis of the laws. All of our results rest upon a handful of straightforRate Conservation Law [28] power in proportion to the useful work they perform [10] . control of performance as these trends overtake us.
At the level of microprocessors, power/performance tradeoffs involve clock speed adjustment or per-core hibema
